CAMELOT SIGNATURE™ PENDANT

MATCHING FIXTURES

CS1-P1AK-54-GW-STB

FEATURES

• Cast brass arms and the Camelot cast trim ring are combined to make this signature fixture.
• Cast from solid, non-ferrous brass or aluminum, the trim ring features the classic Egg-and-Dart architectural detail.
• The optional v-style overlay and acorn style cast brass bottom finial add another level of elegance.
• Thermally formed acrylic ranges from 3/16” to 1/4” thick, depending on size. Virgin white acrylic is UV stable, and all faux acrylic colors are mixed completely through to avoid noticeable fading.
• White acrylic is UL-94 HB Flame Class rated.
• OCL metal finishes are applied by hand and receive a protective clear coat lacquer.
• 21 standard powder coat paints offered, however all RAL colors available.
• Fixture offered with a variety of compact fluorescent and incandescent optic packages.
• Contact factory for additional modifications or options.
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### Specifications and Options

**Series:**
- P1AK: Pendent with 3 angled reeded stems and a center reeded stem to collector and a single center chain from collector to canopy.

**Size:**
- 34
- 42
- 54

**Hanging System:**
- P1AK

**Diffuser:**
- GOW: Gloss White Acrylic
- MW: Matte White Acrylic
- FA: Faux Alabaster Acrylic
- WS: White Swirl Acrylic

**Finish:**
- Premium Metal Finish
- PTR: Pewter
- PBR: Polished Brass
- BBR: Brushed Brass
- ABR: Antique Brass
- STB: Statuary Bronze
- SNK: Satin Nickel
- OEB: Oil Rubbed Bronze
- PTD: Painted - Specify Code (Ex. BKP for Black Paint, See Page 492 for Paint Options)

**Lamping (Photometric Test #):**
- 34
- 20G26: 20W 26W QD
- 2IN100: 2IN100W IN
- 40G26: 40W 26W QD
- 4TT32: 4TT32W TT
- 3IN100: 3IN100W IN
- 8G26: 8G26W QD
- 8BX39: 8BX39W BX
- 3IN150: 3IN150W IN

**Voltage Options:**
- 120
- 277
- 347
- 50
- 54

**OAH Specify in Inches Options:**
- 42
- 50
- 54

**Options:**
- DMA: Advance Dimming Ballast
- DML: Lutron Dimming Ballast
- EMI: Integral Emergency
- FUS: Fused
- TLP: Top Lens Prismatic Acrylic (Only on Fluorescent)
- ULD: UL Damp Label
- TRC: Triple Circuit
- BFL: Bottom Finial (See Below)
- VOL: "V" Style Overlay and Bottom Finial
- OOL: "O" Style Overlay and Bottom Finial

**Note:**
- Satellite Diffusers Illuminated by 40W A-Lamps Only
- Round Globes Only Available in Frosted White Glass.

### Additional Information
- For photometric data, please visit www.ocl.com.
- For lamp and base information, see pages 496-505 in the reference section.
- For metal halide lamping, contact the factory.
- Structural mounting required for fixtures over 50 lbs.
- For specific mounting instructions, please contact the factory.
- Five year product warranty.

**Sample Code:**
- CS2-P1AK-54-FA-PBR-4TT32-120-54-TLP

---

**Photos:**
- Pendent with 3 angled reeded stems and a center reeded stem to collector and a single center chain from collector to canopy.
- Satellite Diffusers Frosted White Glass Globes.
- Satellite Diffusers Acrylic Domes.

**Photometric Information Available at www.ocl.com**